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ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL LANDSBERG 
SPACE OF A CUBIC FINSLER SPACE

Il-Yong Lee and Dong-Gum Jun

Abstract In the present paper, we are to find the condi
tions that a cubic Fmsler space is a Berwald space and a two- 
dimensional cubic Fmsler space is a Landsberg space It is 
shown that if a two-dimensional cubic Fmsler space is a Lands
berg space, then it is a Berwald space.

고. Introduction

In the Cartan connection CT, a Fm이er space is called Lands

berg space if the covariant derivative of the C-torsion tensor 

Chi3 =毎&S02/4) satisfies Chzj\k(x. y)yk = 0 A Berwald space is 

characterized by ChiJ^k = 0. Berwald spaces are specially interesting 

and important because the connection is linear, and many examples 

of Berwald spaces have been known But any concrete example of 

a Landsberg space which is not a Berwald space is not known yet. 

If a Finsler space is a Landsberg space and satisfies some additional 

conditions, then it is merely a Berwalispace [3] On the other hand, 

in a two-dimensional case, a general Finsler space is a Landsberg 

space if and only if its main scalar I(x.t y) satisfies 寸=0 [7].

The purpose of the persent paper is devoted to finding a two- 

dimensional Landsberg space with a cubic metric L3 = ciO：2/3+c2/33, 

where and(方 are constants. First we find the condition that a
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Fin이er space with a cubic metric is a Berwald space (Theorem 3.2). 
Next we determine the difference vector and the main scalar of F2 

with the metric above. Finally we derive the condition that a two- 

dimensional Finsler space F2 with a cubic metric is a Landsberg 

space (Theorem 4.1), and we show that if F2 with the metric above 

is a Landsberg space, then it is a Berwald space (Theorem 4.2).

2. Preliminaries

Let Fn = (Mn, Z/(a, /?)) be an n-dimensional Finsler space with 

an (a, /3)-metric and 欣 =(Mn, a) the associated Riemannian space, 

where a2 =(知(硏犷必 and 0 = bz{x)yz. In the following the Rie- 

mannian metric a is not supposed to be positive-defimte and we shall 

restrict our discussions to a domain of (⑦, g), whe호e (3 does not vanish. 

The covariant differentiation in the Levi-Civita connection of 

BJ1 is denoted by the semi-colon. Let us list the symbols here for the 

late use：

2?* =饥j + bj— bjj = Q「5

s'= a"s 加 rt = btr\, & = Ss 七，伊=c产妃 b2 — atsbtbs. 

La = dL/da, Lp = dL/d/3, Laa = dLa/da, and yk — akt^.

The Berwald connection BP = (G、加 G%) of Fn plays one of 난le 

leading roles in the present paper Denote by the difference 

tensor of G」％ from %匕 as follows [8]. •

(2-1) (爲七 3，g) =

With the subscript 0, transvection by y\ we have

(2.2) G\ =将 3 + 旳,2GZ =的％ + 28,

and then B\ =如B\ B3lk = and d3 = d/dy3. On ac

count of [8], the Berwald connection BV of a Finsler space with 
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(a, /3)-metric L(a^ /?) is given by (2.1) and (2.2), where B」％ are the 

components of a Finsler tensor of (l,2)-type which is determined by

(2.3) LaB3\y^yk = aL"b顼-%气M)必

According to [8], y) is called the difference vector. If (32La + 

Q72LaQ:供 0, where 72 = b2a2 — /32, then Bz is written as follows:

(2.4) 8 = + 罕财o - 으車으으顷 (-yl - 财
a La La \a p

where E = (3L^C*/L and

C* — {a月- 2aso-^/?)}/2(/32-La +(yy2Laa).

Furthermore, by means of [4] we have

(2-5)

a\t =一亍％函
La

(2.6)

0仰'=也0 — 2brBr,

(2 7)

胪|女=2(r0 + so),

(2-8) -

7%矿=2(ro + s())q2 — 2 (if+ /3)(roo - 2brBr).

The following Lemmas have been shown as follows.

Lemma 2 1. ([2]) If a2 = 0 (mod (3), that is, a13{x}y'ly3 contains 

bz{x)yz as a factor, then the dimension n is equal to two and b2 

vanishes. In this case we have 6 = djz)护 satisfying (오 — /36 and 

dj — 2.
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Lemma 2.2. ([4]) We consider the two-dimensional case.

(1) If b2 丰 0, then there exist a sign e = ±1 and 6 = &(z)妒 such 
that a2 = (32/b2 + and = 0.

(2) If b2 — 0, then there exists 6 —儿(游g' such that o? = (36 and 

dz b1 = 2.

If there are two functions and g(x) satisfying fa2, + g/32 = 0, 

then / = g = 0 is obvious, because / 尹 0 implies a contradition 

a?=(-必/櫃.

We shall state one more remark : Throughout the paper, we shall 

say "homogeneous polynomial(s) in (俨)of degree 尸” as h，p(丁) for 

brevity Thus %)% are hp(2)

3. Berwald spaces

In the present paper, we treat a condition that a Finsler space 

with a cubic metric is a Berwlad space (cf.[H]). Then the so-called 

cubic metric on a differentiable manifold with the local coordinates 

z产 is defined by

(3.1) L(x,y) = (、a，wk(£)寸寸 yh、)'/3 (寸=

where (妁j为(z) are components of a symmetric tenser of (0,3)-type〉 

depending on the position x alone, and a Finsler space with a cubic 

metric is called the cubic Fmsler space. The Finsler metric given 

by (3.1) was considered by Wegener (1935) [14] and by Kropina [6], 

and was also studied by M. Matsumoto [9], H. Shimada [13] and S. 

Numata [9] It is regarded as a direct generalization of Riemannian 

metric in a sense. We quote from the proposition as follows:

Proposition 3 1. ([9]) Let Fn be a Finsler space with a cubic 

metric y).

(1) In case of n > 2, if L is an (cv, (3)-metric where a is non

degenerate, then L3 can be written in the form L3 = cxa2(3 + 

아罪 with two constants 勿 and

(2) In case of n = 2, L is always written in a generalized (-1/3)- 

Kropina type L = a2/3^1/3, where a may be degenerate.
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Now the cubic metric £(a〉/3) of Fmsler space Fn is given by

(3.2) L3(a, /?) = Cia2/3 + c2/53,

where ci and c2 are constants. In this case we have

31? Ig = 2c\E3> 31? L° = + 3(시32

(3 幻 9L5Laa = 2ci/32(3c2/?2 - cicv2), w = 2c"3c2伊 一 cia2),

L* _ 3乙3{c曲00 -(cM + 溢/并)％} 

2cia/3(3(c2b2 + q)^2 - Ci72)

Substituting (3.3) into (2.3), we obtain

(3.4) 2c1f)B：)kiy3yk = (aa2 + 3€2/32)(^,1 - %")俨，

where B仆具=ayBf 書.
Suppose that the cubic Fmsler space Fn is a Berwald space, that 

is, Bjzk = B^^x) and hence b勺 do not depend on yl. Thus (3 4) 

leads to

(3.5) 5oot = (ciQ2 + 3c2/32)Pi,

(3 6) (Se 一马"%尸=2c谄為，

where we put = pjw). Making use of (3.5), we have

(3.7) B + Bk» = 2gh(Ge 比 + 3。2饥板：)

Since 禺屁 is symmetric in (j, z), (3.7) gives rise to

(3.8) 饥= C](pg心饥一3^2(jPzb^bj^-j-Pjbj^b-i —p为饥S)* 

Therefore substitution of (3.8) in (3.6) yields

(3.9) = 3dPibj + (3q — —?가)(。卩板? + 3。2相6了),

where we put a = 02b2 + Ci and =彻砂，
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If cP 三 0 (mod /3), 나len Lemma 2.1 shows that n = 2,=。毎
6 = 衫이(£)俨, b2 = 0 and bldz = 2. Thus (3.4) is of the form

(3.10) 2ciBqoi =(C]0 + 3c/)(Q財—马屁砂);七

which leads to

(3.11) Boot =何捞 +

(3.12) (顷 一 B：知)*、)寸=2聞知，

where u〕具= 冬灿胡“ are /zp(l) and %，= q%(a;). Then we have

Bjm + Bkj% = 以(。]0? + 아c + q%(、C\dk； + 3。2版;)，zcj,

which lead to

2B+ 涉疽勺) + % (山&인忸 + djuQ — g 先 + dj"z)}

+ 3c2 {Qi 妇)+ 幻(皈 + bi，uQ — q%(如即 +，?％)}•

Since the dimension is equal to two and (饥，d%) are independent pairs, 

we can put uz = hbt + kdz and then u" = 2k. Then we have

(3.13)

B3klbk

=ci qjj电 + 2kdj) + q3(hbz + 2kdz) — {龙(如％ + bjdJ + 2kdzd3} 
厶

+ 3C2 机％S + ①饥)一?如{2成仇 +引。g? + S，)}, 

Zi

where % = q". Substituting (3.13) into (3.12), we have

(3.14)

歸j = ci {以(3泌丿 + 4屁弓) + q3 (hbt + 2kdt)} + 3(사&(%岛 + qj為)

— 5您 {(勿/z + 3c사c)(饥由 + S，) + 2(3。2九如饥 + cjc涉江")} .
厶

In case of L3 = a2/3, substitution of ci — 1 and C2 — 0 in (3.14) 

leads to

=龙(饥+ 3bJ %)+2k(、d%q3 + 2d)q%) — ~Qt){h，(b%dj + d%) + 2k)} • 
厶

Summarizing up all the above, we have the following
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Theorem 3.2. A cubic Finsler space with L = ci(y2/3 +。20七 

where Ci and c2 are constants, is a Berwald space if and only if

(1) o?尹 o (mod (3):如,丿 is of the form (3.9)} where a = C2&2 + ci 

and Pb ^Pkbk.

(2) q?三 0 (mod (3) : n = 2y b2 ~ Q and bZjJ is of the form (3.14), 

where a2 = /36, 6 = dz {x)yl and (儿 k) are functions of (f).

4. 드wo・dimensional Landsberg spaces

Now we are to find the necessary and sufficient conditions that a 

two-dimensional Finsler space with a cubic metric (3 2) is a Lands

berg space (cf.[10]).

Because the difference vector Bl and the main scalar el2 play the 

leading roles, we have to determine the difference vector Bz. The 

difference vector of the Finsler space has been first given by [12]. 

Here, by means of (2.4) and reference of (3 3), we have

_ 2A 九/ , (3c2/32 - 財2) I (習2 + 3c/2)
_ " + ——顽—b! + ■一奇——0, 

where
4 = ci/3roo — (ci。？ + 3c2/?2)5q,

Q = 3a/32 — Ci72.

It follows from (4 1) that

(4-2) r00 - 2brBr = 쑢3

Q u

Now we deal with the necessary and sufficient conditions that 

a two-dimensional Fmsle호 space F2 with a cubic metric (3.2) is a 

Landsberg space. It is well known that in the two-dimensional case, 

a general Fmsler space is a Landsberg space if and only if its main 

scalar I^y1 = 0. Owing to [1], [5], the main scalar I of a two- 

dimensional Finsler space F2 with a cubic metric (3.2) and (3.3) is 

obtained as follows.

心) 潔=
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where Z — 9a/32 + C172.

Before discussing our problem, we have to check the assumption 

Q 7^ 0 ans ci 7^ 0 in the two-dimensional case becsnse Q appears in 

the denominators in (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), and ci also appears (4.1). 

Lemma 2.2 아lows that Q = 0 if and only if 勿 = 0 and = 0, 勿 = 0 

and C2 = 0, namely, the space is L3 =公/羿 and 62 — 0, L = 0. 

Consequently, Q 尹 0,力勿 尹 0 and 砂 尹 0 are a proper assumption 

in the present section.

The covariant differentiation of (4.3) yields

(4.4) + 卯辺气— 
O u

Transvecting (4.4) by 叭 we get

(4.5)

而 = @(c：东a+c2g)Z(이球0_&，寸"一c："b20).

Consequently, the cubic Finsler space is a Landsberg space if and 

only if

27ci期(財2 _|_ - 2町2/어北广 一 (사k버") = 0,

which imply

(cicF + C202)Z(아3怵寸 一 2a”)勺"广 - C2阮사£矿) = 0

because of 勺岸 0 and b2 0. Thus the following three cases should 

be considered to find the condition:

(1°) cica2 + C2/32 = 0 : Lemma 2.2 shows a contradiction immedi

ately, that is, we obtain 勺 尹 0 and C2 丰 0.

(2°) Z = 9이+ g点2 = o : This implies 勿 = 0 and C2 = 0, which 

is a contradiction by Lemma 2 2, that is, Z 尹 0.

(3。) 이抨 W 一 一 c/丁사)%俨 = 0 ： By means of (2.6),

(2.7) and (2.8) this equation is written as

2ci/3(r0 + %) — 3ab2(r00 一 2brBr) = 0.
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Substituting (4.2) in the above, we obtain

(4 6) ^[ci(3a + ci)/3r0 + (3(3a 一 2cx)a + 由}的)一 3cia&2r00]

+ ^^3ci — ci)5q — Gl 尸 o} = 0.

Fi호st, this gives a condition Ci62a2((3a—ci)so-ciro} = 0 (mod 0). 

Since 62 0 may be supposed in this case, Lemma 2.1 shows q2 0

(mod 0、) and so there exists a function g(x) satisfying

(4.7) (3a - ci)so -力也=g/3.

Then (4 6) is reduced to

[ci(3a + C!)ro + (3(3a - 2ci)a + c^}s0]/3 + cib2(ga2 — 3arOo) = 0.

This implies that there exists a 1-form 卩，={x)yl such that

(4.8) 3arOo = g 渺—伽，

and the above is reduced to

ci(3(z + C!)ro + (3(3cz — 2ci)a + c^}sq + cj"/丄=0.

Thus the above and (4 7) yield

(3a + ci)g(3 — cib2p, 
sq =

6tz(3a — ci) 5

{(3q 一勿)“3 + 中砂〃} 
门)=一(4.10)

6cia

Consequently, (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) are attained from (4.6). Since

(4.8) is written in the form

6<zrv = 2gaZj — (btm3 +

the transvection by bly3 yields

(4.11) 6由o = 2g/3 - (b2^ + n니3\
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where = n바"J
Comparing (4.11) with (4.10), we have

cimb = (3a +

(4.幻

(49)

(4.12)

Thus we get the condition in the form

_ 2 1 &
r°° = + 一 希伽'

_ c&rib。— bF) 
S° 6a(3a — Ci) ,

Eliminatingfrom (4.8Z) and (49), we have

— ci/ 2 f 丄 2(3q — Ci) 
『이) =3云3云+勿广 - 疝0 + c»2 "旳

where f(x) =

Thus we have the following

Theorem 4.1. The necessary and sufRcient condition for a two- 

dimensional cubic Finsler space with c±C2 尹 0 and b2 0 to be a 

Landsberg space is that (4.12) is satisfied.

Now we shall prove the reduction theorem:

Theorem 4.2. Let F2 be a two-dimensional cubic Finsler space 

with C1C2 丰 0 and b2 尹 0. If F2 is a Landsberg space, then F2 is a 

Berwald space.

Proof. The condition that (3.9) be a Berwald space may be rewrit

ten in the form

(4 13) (') — cj)(如卩3 + ~ 7가电 + 3。2饥们),

(2) s%3 = Ci {biPj — bjPz) •

Now let F2 be a Landsberg space, that is, suppose that (4.12) 

holds. Then the system of linear equations

서 Pl + b2p2 = - 頌■石■一一r, -b2Pi + brP2 = — 
3q(3q + ci) Ci 
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for (pi,2>2)5 where f is the one in (4.12), determines unique solution 

(pi,P2)because of c고砂 尹 0. The above are written as

f + + C])pb = 0, = Ci(如 R? — b 3 P %) •

The latter is nothing but (2) of (4.13). Then we obtain % = cj。2©- 
p&/3),(f> = pjw)叭 and (4.12) is now written in the form

r()o = 2(3a 一 c】、同)-Pb(cia2 + 3c2/32),

which is nothing but (1) of (4.13). Thus the proof is completed. □
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